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Transcription of an interview with filmmaker Meghan Horvath

This project gives students the 
power to be informed and makes 

them think about questions that 
maybe they haven’t thought about 
before.

The undergraduate course video 
project was set up to create one 
short video for prospective students 
of every undergraduate course at 
Oxford, for prospective students to 
answer the question, ‘Why choose 
this course here at Oxford?’

The main thing that attracted me 
to the project was the sheer near-
impossibility of it. At the peak of the 
project I was doing five interviews a 
day.

archaeology and anthropology

‘… people were throwing information 
at you – about absolutely everything, 
from the origins of humanity to now, 
and you’re trying to make a sense of 
all of it.’

meghan horvath

When I began talking to people here 
I was quite surprised at how down 
to earth and laid back it really was. 
You could just talk to people about 
what they did best, what they loved, 
and that was really exciting and really 
inspiring.

biology

‘... one of the things that we try 
and instil in our new students is a 
curiosity.’

meghan horvath

One of the things that I always 
remember is people’s shock when 
I arrived – on my bike, by myself – 
with a camera, a tripod and three 
lights. They maybe had it in their 
mind, ‘OK, we’re just going to do this 
very quickly, with some small video 
camera,’ and then actually it was a 
fairly big and long production.

At the time of doing the interviews, 
almost always I thought, ‘Wow, that 
sounds so cool – I wish I’d studied 
that.’

physics 
‘… the largest galaxies, the structure 
of the universe.’

want to know more aBout studying at oxFord?

Above: Leah Hendre (Modern Languages and Linguistics)
Top right: Gareth Watson (Biochemistry)
Centre right: Dara Latinwo (Economics and Management)
Bottom right: Joel Scott-Halkes (Fine Art)
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human sciences 
‘… studying humans from all possible 
perspectives.’

theology and religion 
‘… identity, purpose, all those sort of 
things.’

history and politics

‘… or you can choose to be absolutely 
off the wall and do sort of medieval 
history with modern international 
relations.’

meghan horvath

And of course there are things that 
people say that are always going to be 
the same, such as some students get 
jobs in the …

classics

‘… City’ 

biochemistry

‘… in the City’

experimental psychology

‘… the City’

history and politics

‘… the City’

history

‘… the City’

mathematics and computer  
science

‘… in the City’

materials science

‘… one of my students runs his own 
brewery somewhere in Norfolk.’

computer science

‘… programming’

engineering science

‘… telecommunications’

english

‘… journalism’

materials science

‘… music production’

experimental psychology

‘… clinical psychology’

material science

‘… field researcher for Lonely 
Planet’

mathematics and statistics

‘… an actuary’

fine art

‘… artist’

music

‘… musician’

biomedical sciences

‘… neuroscience research’

geography

‘... teachers’

philosophy and theology

‘… academics’

economics and management

‘I definitely want to get a job. ‘

meghan horvath

I mean your Professor is:

classics

‘… a great expert in your field’

engineering science

‘… they’re an expert in their field’

biomedical sciences

‘… a world-class academic’

economics and management

‘… a world expert’

biochemistry

‘… a real expert’

chemistry

‘… leading experts.’

biology

‘… someone like me’

meghan horvath

So much has been written on the web 
about each course, so I’d always ask 
myself, ‘How could this video do 
something more?’ Text on the web 
maybe feels more ‘public relations-y’, 
whereas people who are talking 
maybe can speak more about the 
nuances.

classics

‘I think one of the wonders of Classics 
is that it just opens so many doors, 
which a lot of people don’t often 
realise. They think, “Oh, it’s a dead 
language and a dead civilisation, what 
could possibly be useful about that in 
the real world?”’

meghan horvath

We have really packed in – hopefully 
– a lot of useful content. It was a lot 
of work, but a lot of fun.

To view the video, visit: www.ox.ac.uk/annual-review


